
 “Your attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus”    Philippians 2:5 

Take this quick attitude inventory to see how you measure up.                                .                                .                                .                                    
                                your scoreyour scoreyour scoreyour score 

1. I am utterly convinced that salvation is through God’s grace, not my own efforts. 
                            1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time     4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time     4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time     4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time     4 all of the time               ________ 

 
2. I think about God often during the week, and make adjustments to my thinking  
    or attitude. 
                        1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________ 

 
3. I generally like my life and circumstances, and look forward to each day. 
                        1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________ 

 
4. I find that I am less and less concerned about others’ opinions of me. 
       1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time              ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time              ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time              ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time              ________ 

 
5. Most people around me would describe me as joyful and positive. 
                        1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________ 

 
6. I usually face obstacles with a deep confidence in God’s ability to use it for good  
    in my life. 
                        1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________ 

 
7. If asked what I am learning about God, I could easily describe His work in my life. 
                        1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________ 

 
8. I enjoy and value worship at church, and am spiritually energised by it. 
                        1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________ 

 
9. I take joy in giving my time and money to God’s causes. 
                    1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time                ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time                ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time                ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time                ________ 

 
10. I am able to see possibilities in the midst of potential crises in my life. 
                        1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________ 

 
11. My colleagues and/or family would describe me as friendly and caring. 
                    1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time                ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time                ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time                ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time                ________ 

 
12. I often am concerned for others’ needs, and seek ways to help them. 
                        1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________1 rarely      2 occasionally      3 most of the time      4 all of the time               ________  
    
               your totalyour totalyour totalyour total                  ________ 

How did you score? 
<20 You’re officially a grouch, and should consider apologising to everyone you 
 Know. 

20-26   You’re a grump, with inconsistent signs of joy. 
27-33  It’s likely your joy is evident only when life is good. Focus on choosing joy in 
 tough times as well. 

34-40   You’re attitude is attractive, and most would see God’s work in you. 

>40     You’re either ready for sainthood, or you have a problem with lying. 

April 15, 2012 

Rise Up! … Check Your Attitude 

 1After he had finished all his sayings in the hearing of the people, he entered  
 Capernaum. 
 2    Now a centurion had a servant who was sick and at the point of death, who 
 was highly valued by him.  
 3    When the centurion heard about Jesus, he sent to him elders of the Jews, 
 asking him to come and heal his servant. 
 4    And when they came to Jesus, they pleaded with him earnestly, saying, “He is He is He is He is 
    worthyworthyworthyworthy to have you do this for him, 
 5    for he loves our nation, and he is the one who built us our synagogue.”  
 6    And Jesus went with them. When he was not far from the house, the centurion 
 sent friends, saying to him, “Lord, do not trouble yourself, for I am not worthyI am not worthyI am not worthyI am not worthy to 
 have you come under my roof. 7    Therefore I did not presume to come to you. But 
 say the word, and let my servant be healed. 8 For I too am a man set under 
 authority, with soldiers under me: and I say to one, ‘Go,’ and he goes; and to 
 another, ‘Come,’ and he comes; and to my servant, ‘Do this,’ and he does it.”  
 9    When Jesus heard these things, he marvelled at him, and turning to the crowd 
 that followed him, said, “I tell you, not even in Israel have I found such faith.”  
 10 And when those who had been sent returned to the house, they found the 
 servant well.  Luke 7:1-10 


